
The kitchen is the culinary centre, but it’s not the only part of your home 
that has to meet escalating demands for design, ergonomics, storage 
space and functionality. Creating a system that is right for any size of 
room requires creative flexibility in planning and an innovative look – 
with functionality and style that is right for any area of your home, even 
wet rooms.

MiO does it all. It’s a system of pull-outs for base units, wardrobes, 
cabinets and beyond developed by Kesseböhmer that successfully 
blends contemporary design with optimal functionality. Modularity lets 
you configure custom pull-out solutions to optimise your storage.

It lets you make optimal use of your storage space, with effortless pull-
out action, fantastic design and the latest
technology – Designed in Germany.

KESSEBÖHMER MIO PULL OUT
For cabinet widths 450 and 600 mm

>  High-end look with glass panorama sides as standard

>  Organisable storage for tall pantry units or base cabinets

>  Easy to clean and care for

>  Choice of widths and heights for versatile solutions

>  Full extension soft close runner with 30kg weight        

    capacity per shelf

For cabinet widths 450 and 600 mm
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KESSEBÖHMER MiO PULL OUT
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 > Features: Separately usable trays extend completely 
 out of the unit for optimum functionality 
 High-end look with glass panorama sides  
 for a light and transparent look. 
 Can be installed at any height in both tall  
 pantry and base cabinets. 
 Full extension synchronised soft close  
 runners.

 > Finish: Ice white or Anthracite with clear glass
 > External cabinet 

 width (mm): 450 or 600
 > Internal cabinet 

 depth (mm): Min. 520
 > Internal installation

 height (mm): Min. 190
 > Load capacity (kg): 30 per shelf

Supplied with:
>  1 Tray set with clear glass (bottom panel not supplied)

 > Full extension synchronised soft close runners

Packing: 1 set

Cabinet width (mm) Finish Cat. No.
450 Ice white 540.54.761

Anthracite 540.54.361
600 Ice white 540.54.764

Anthracite 540.54.364

Bottom panel drilling dimensions

Note:
Wide angle zero protrusion hinges must be ordered separately. 
In tall cabinets, it is recommended to have a shelf at the highest 
level rather than a inner drawer.

Ice white Anthracite
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Drilling detail for 5 tray pantry cabinet with fixed shelf

Cabinet drilling Door panel drilling
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KESSEBÖHMER MiO PULL OUT
For cabinet width 450 and 600 mm


